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Mit seinem Manifesto von 2011 
hat Tom Konyves dem „Poetry-
film“ einen wichtigen theoreti-
schen Impuls gegeben, indem 
er ihn nicht in erster Linie als 
Gedichtverfilmung, sondern 
als eine eigenständige, multi-
mediale Form von Poesie, als 
„Videopoetry“ analysiert hat. 
Der Anfang seiner Beschäfti-
gung mit Videopoesie reicht in 
die späten 1970er Jahre zurück, 
als er in Montreal damit be-
gann, mit dieser Kunstform zu 
experimentieren. In unserer Re-
trospektive würdigen wir Toms 
Gesamtwerk von den 1970ern 
bis in unsere unmittelbare Ge-
genwart. Die Retrospektive of-
fenbart, in welch‘ eindrücklicher 
Weise sich im Werk von Tom 
Konyves dichterische, filmische 
und theoretische Praxis verbin-
den.

With his Manifesto from 2011, 
Tom Konyves gave “poetry film” 
an important theoretical impul-
se by analyzing it not primarily 
as a film adaptation of poetry, 
but as an independent, multi-
media form of “videopoetry”. 
The beginning of his preoccu-
pation with videopoetry goes 
back to the late 1970s when he 
began to experiment with this 
art form in Montreal. In our re-
trospective, we pay tribute to 
Tom’s oeuvre from the 1970s to 
the present day. The retrospec-
tive reveals the impressive way 
in which the work of Tom Kony-
ves combines poetic, cinematic 
and theoretical practice.

Retrospective 

Tom Konyves
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Videopoetry 1978–2014
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SYMPATHIES OF WAR  
(1978)  10 min.

“The technique of art is to make objects ‘unfamiliar,’ to make forms difficult, to 
increase the difficulty and length of perception because the process of perception 

is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged. Art is a way of experiencing the 
artfulness of an object: the object is not important.” 

- Victor Shklovsky, Art as Technique, 1917

In the late 1970s, I was working in a vacuum, imagining a new hybrid form for 
poetry in Montreal. Videopoetry, as we know it, did not exist. I had no prece-
dents that I could recall. What did exist was one of the first artist-run galleries 
in Canada, a centre for experimental, multi-disciplinary activities. The gallery 
was called Vehicule Art.

By 1978, I was one of seven poets at the “avant-garde” Vehicule, where I was 
fortunate to have access to video technology with which I documented the 
weekly poetry readings in the gallery’s performance space. I soon realized 
that the medium of video was not being challenged or explored by poetry 
and the medium of poetry was not being challenged or explored by video. 
With the participation of two of the Vehicule Poets, I conceived of this 10 
min. 32 sec performance as both a critique and an alternative to those typical 
poetry readings that I had been documenting on videotape (and, by implica-
tion, the form of contemporary poetry). 

Sympathies of War was a revolt against what in my view was an old, tired form 
of expression (the public poetry reading) through the lens of a new medium 
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(video). Two unusual deviations from the representation of a normal, standard poetry 
reading made it possible for the work to be perceived as a different form of poetry, a 
form I called “videopoetry”: 
(1) my documented “real” image was turned 90 degrees away from facing the camera 
and replaced by my silhouette (consequently distancing me from the viewer perceptibly 
and symbolically); 
(2) during the performance, 18 separate readings were interrupted by off-screen shouts 
to “STOP!”, 18 interruptions punctuated by the corresponding image of a STOP sign 
– not the familiar corresponding image of the octagon but the modified, magnified, 
unfamiliar rectangular close-up representation of its “normal” shape. 

Similarly, the 18 separate reading “units” are comprised of fragments, original as well 
as found lines, introducing to videopoetry a postmodern aesthetic, an emphasis on 
fragmented forms, discontinuous narratives, self-reflexivity, and incongruous collages 
of different materials. 
It begins with the element of sound: the overture, Anthony Braxton’s mischievous, row-
dy march that I recorded live at the Rising Sun Jazz and Blues Club, walks through the 
opening credits before it “formally” introduces a series of modified (magnified) images 
of a STOP sign, followed by a scrolling text announcing, words magically happily dance 
between curtains of stop. It turns out that the text of the reading, like a “telegram”, will 
literally be performed “between curtains of STOP”.

On the screen, I am seen sitting in profile, silhouetted, as if talking off camera. The 
“performed speech” of reading is timed with a “background” of a black and yellow 
checkered DANGER sign. Each time the text specifies a STOP, Endre Farkas (one of the 
Vehicule Poets) would  shout, just say or whisper “STOP” just as a slide of the STOP sign 
would appear and I would immediately lean out of the frame, together simulating the 
cinematic technique of editing. (Another Vehicule Poet, Ken Norris, advanced the slide 
projector.) The entire performance was recorded live in one take.
 
In addition to slides of the STOP sign, I had shot some 50 slides of the interior of a 
DANGER sign – black and yellow squares. The sign had a bolt driven through its center. 
When the sun shone on the bolt, two beams of light were refracted left and right of 
the bolt. The last such slide in the series shows the bolt without these rays, flat, devoid 
of life.

But it was presenting text in motion – Kinetic Text – that became an interesting addition 
to the work. I tilted the camera over a series of words, revealing them at a measured 
“rate”, forcing on the viewer a specific rhythm to the reading of words on a screen, 
which was to become a significant device used in a videopoem (think Michael Snow’s 
1982 film, “So Is This”). The words were “letraset” on cardboard – there was no charac-
ter generator available to me at the time. Special effects were very limited; for a scene 
to run in reverse, I had to manually rewind the open reel while recording the effect on 
a second machine.
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SYMPATHIES OF WAR: A POSTSCRIPT
(1978) 6:30 min.

After I completed Sympathies of War, I produced A Postscript almost im-
mediately. In this work, I explore the appropriation of the soundtrack of 
the original videopoem as a “recontextualizing device”. The “performed 
speech” of reading that was foregrounded as the centerpiece of Sympa-
thies Of War is repositioned in A Postscript in favour of “performed writ-
ing”. 

The composition of the frame, as in the performance section of Sympathies 
of War, is frozen, self-referentially “mummified”; it is the close-up of the 
VTR, the camera focused on the needle of the audio level (VU) meter, as 
we hear the soundtrack of Sympathies of War begin to play. Attached to 
the machine, directly under the meter is a 3” x 5” tear-sheet note pad. As 
the soundtrack fades out, my hand comes into view, holding a pen. I begin 
writing on the pad but the words being written appear fragmented, partly 
obscured by the hand doing the writing. I withdraw my hand which reveals 
the complete text. The hand returns into view, tears off the sheet from the 
pad, revealing a blank sheet. The volume control is turned off as the hand 
begins to write, then raised to normal level as the writing is torn off the pad.

If the structure of the original Sympathies of War was the repeated SPEECH/
STOP/SPEECH/STOP, in A Postscript it is WRITE/TEAR SHEET/SOUND 
FADE IN/SOUND FADE OUT, repeated 10 times.
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Lines are written on the pad, torn off, new lines are written; like the original, it is a 
performance in real time. Words are written, letters crossed out to form new words, 
new contexts. Simulating the act of video editing, no cuts are made in this “live” per-
formance; the act of writing is “performed”, displayed, then torn from the pad. The 
“new scene” is the new writing on a fresh page of the notepad. Presence and absence 
alternate; the moving finger writes, etc… the past returns as sound, a recorded moment 
but it too moves on.

Performance art – the art form that first suggested Sympathies of War – was always 
intended as an ephemeral work, existing only during the time of its presentation. The 
document of a performance art work (a video) was not considered a work of art. Re-
al-time writing of lines of poetry relegated the original visual performance to a “thing 
of the past”, emphasizing a present that also contains traces of the past (the soundtrack 
returns after each sheet is torn off). As a videopoem, A Postscript also acknowledged 
the poetic power of the well-timed pause, as in the self-reflexive declaration “I AM THE 
SHADOW OF THE POET (pause) TO BE”.
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SEE/SAW
(1978)16 min.

Any language law would prompt a poet to respond.

The 1977 Quebec language law, the infamous BILL 101 that forced all im-
migrant children into the French school system was much more than a mere 
language law. It made English illegal on public signs, and said the laws and 
tribunals would be in French only. The law was considered “a radical depar-
ture from established practices at the time.” 

As such, it got my attention; from the perspective of my involvement in 
experimental poetry’s ‘radical departure from established practices at the 
time’, I began to work on a response.

See/Saw, a collaboration with fellow Vehicule Poet, Ken Norris, grew out 
of my poem Anglophobia/Francophobia. Sitting down to write See/Saw, I 
began with the ambitious directive, “a poem for two voices, violin, danc-
er on bicycle, saws”. It was the perfect opportunity to apply a comic, 
absurdist twist to my already full-fledged Dadaist tendencies. It would 
be a hybrid form of poetry, performance and video, filmed in the exhibi-
tion/performance space that was our Vehicule Art Gallery. For costumes, 
a judge’s robe and wig and an admiral’s hat were “appropriated” from 
McGill University (they had just finished an H.M.S. Pinafore run). The text 
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would be “performed speech” as well as hand-painted signs. The set was a 20-ft. 
Canadian flag borrowed from the City of Montreal. The filming was done with ½ 
inch b&w videotape.

On the day of production, I enlisted fellow Vehicule Poet, Endre (then Andre) Far-
kas and Carol Harwood, to perform a “contact improvisation” jam as the fore-
ground action in Scene 3.

I also employed my then 7-year old son, Michael, to “work his magic” on my 
hand-painted signs. Discovering the word “art” in the word “anti” by covering 
the right leg of the letter “n” and deleting the “i” by zooming in on the word, was 
rediscovering Dada. According to Lucy Lippard’s 1970 book, Dadas On Art, “…
they utilized the fusion and confusion of sense and non-sense and lent themselves 
particularly to the pun... biting commentary via word play.” The Dadas, too, found 
art in “anti”, the nihilist, against what-you-think-is-art principle. Tristan Tzara said 
the only principle “is to have no principle”. Through Dada, I thought my work could 
fulfill the Blakean ideal of “unity of opposites & contraries”: good was never without 
evil at its side, beauty was never without ugliness, truth without the lie. 

Happy accidents are inevitably as important to the success of a piece as the care-
fully contrived scenario. Courtesy of Etoile de Nord, the Swedish performance art 
group, the polar bear head was just such a happy accident, as were Endre and 
Carol’s last-minute participation and the painted sign “Anti-Country” transformed 
into “Art-Court”. We draped the head over the bench on which Ken was sitting 
and Carol crouched, hidden from view, nodding and turning the bear’s head in re-
sponse to Ken’s narrative. I was walking back and forth behind the flag, appearing 
at one side, then the other, calling out the names of Quebec towns (they had to 
begin with Saint…) like a train engineer.
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UBU’S BLUES: THE FIRST VOYAGE 
OF THE VEHICLE R  

(1979) 18 min.

Produced at Cable TV – part 9 of the 1979 ART MONTREAL series 

UBU: Sam Stone
PONTY: Tom Konyves
DADA: Michael Parize
VENUS: Jackie Barker
GENERAL MISUNDERSTANDING: Michael Konyves

It is a singular act of creative writing which takes for its subject a hero from 
another author’s work. Something about Alfred Jarry’s 1896 grotesque farce, 
Ubu Roi, generated a challenge to emulate, in 1979, seventy years after Jar-
ry’s death, the “something in nothing” ‘pataphysics which hung over both 
Jarry and me like some brooding cloud.

The birth of Ubu’s Blues was not without hardship, even aborted so I could 
write Sympathies Of War, then put off for over a year. Ubu gave me the in-
centive to adapt poetry to the virtual theatre of video, following See/Saw, the 
“poem in dramatic form”, recorded a year earlier.  

Reviving Ubu was no easy task: the play did not materialize for me until I was 
satisfied with the beginning – Ubu, unmoving, eyes closed, is tapped on the 
forehead three times. The third time, he opens his eyes. (The papal inference 
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is not unintentional.) In this scenario, UBU is immobile, paralyzed; perhaps it was a hom-
age to show him thus, that I could not wholly raise him from the dead.
The prologue was written to justify the pun “Vehicle R - Vehicule Art”. 

In chapter 7 of Exploits and Opinions of Dr. Faustroll, Pataphysician, Jarry enumerates 
the virtues of existent literature, the “lineaments” of these: 
“from Ubu Roi, the fifth letter of the first word of the first act.” That letter is the letter R. 
Whether Jarry intended the significance of “art” contained in pronouncing “R” or 
whether it was a reference to permutating “merde” to “merdre” in the first utterance 
of Ubu Roi, is debatable. Suffice it that, for the purpose of my work, this provided a link 
which rendered Ubu’s Blues ‘pataphysically legitimate. 

In our scenario, UBU, the despicable, pot-bellied numbskull,  is immobile, paralyzed; 
perhaps it was a homage to show him thus, that I could not wholly raise him from the 
dead. But I was quite satisfied to explore what in Sympathies Of War I referred to as 
“this half-life”. UBU exuded stillness, a fixedness against which his railing stood in relief. 
The other major character, DADA, was the personification of the movement. It was an 
opportunity for me to articulate my obsession with this overwhelming force of nega-
tion, anarchy. The visual appearance of DADA – goggles, Pinocchio-nose, T-shirt, wiry, 
mussed hair – was compounded by an accident that broke the actor’s hand two weeks 
before the production, forcing him to perform with a cast. His high-pitched, crackling 
voice was in direct contrast with Ubu’s deep, hoarse grumbling. 

Through DADA, I discovered that wonderful word-play: “Ubu! You-be-you?” I saw him 
as playful, even compassionate, and witty, perceptive to the point of revelation. PON-
TY, the device to open and close the play, was played by me. VENUS was scripted as 
half-woman, half-mannequin. The difficulty of achieving that effect was not overcome 
by production time and we went ahead with Venus clad in black tights, dancer-like. As 
GENERAL MISUNDERSTANDING, a role designed for a boy of 7, was played almost 
without a sign of nervousness by my son, Michael. 
 
As I listen now to the primordial voice of the ocean, its waves rolling towards the shore, 
so I listened to that other inner voice of these characters who stood before me as in 
a dream, tapping their feet impatiently, awaiting their turn to speak. How Ubu would 
lament his state! How he would curse his enemies! How Dada would ramble and rattle 
a chain of associative images! The Fool to Lear, Dada to Ubu. When the curtain falls 
and the screen goes black, how would I explain that all I wished to say was UBU EST 
DADA. Ten letters like the ten kabalistic sephiroth. Poetry does not claim to be the sole 
instrument of investigation in the existential quest; it is but one of many paths which 
inevitably lead to a bridge where all paths must of consequence converge. Thus a work 
may be poetic, but not necessarily poetry. 
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YELLOW LIGHT BLUES
(1980) 15 min.

ln Yellow Light Blues, the structure and tone of the poem is based on the I 
Ching (Book of Changes), a Chinese manual of philosophy and divination. In 
this ancient system, 64 hexagrams are used as an oracle, a path to the divine. 
During the summer of ‘79, fellow poet and close friend Ken Norris visited me 
for a weekend and one night witnessed what was to become the impetus for 
Yellow Light Blues. I threw three coins, posing the question, “Is this videopo-
em, Yellow Light Blues, based on the I Ching, the work I should be working 
on?” The answer I received was, “You threw Hexagram 30... in this hexagram, 
six in the second place means... YELLOW LIGHT.”  We nearly jumped off our 
seats.

The I Ching continues, “Yellow Light... is the colour of measure and mean.”
By mean, I understood the “middle position” of the yellow traffic light as 
well as the “middle path”, in medias res, the “middle of things” of my earlier 
poem and subsequent videopoem, No Parking.

Yellow Light Blues is an “expression” of Hexagram 30, a line-by-line construc-
tion of the hexagram. Thus, the videopoem defines the six lines of the hexa-
gram by dividing the work into six sections, each introduced with an image 
of the corresponding line of the hexagram (either full or broken,      – or - -). 
The viewer participates in the “construction” of the hexagram, witnessing the 
work like the work of a bricklayer or a Russian Constructivist...
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While the first three sections (lower trigram) have a consistent plodding rhythm of (spoken) text 
and image, the second three are erratic, culminating in the sixth, illustrated by six blinding bars of 
light, the resulting effect of “fast-forwarding” through the 6 lines of the hexagram, accompanied 
by a shrill trumpet crescendo.

The title Yellow Light Blues continues the use of “vehicular” imagery – alluding to our artist-run 
Montreal gallery Vehicule Art and our group of seven poets, The Vehicule Poets, our 1977 col-
laborative performance Drummer Boy Raga: Red Light, Green Light, the poem and subsequent 
videopoem No Parking, the “poem in dramatic form” Ubu’s Blues, The First Voyage of the Vehicle 
R, as well as the use of the STOP and DANGER signs in Sympathies of War. 
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NO PARKING (1982) 
10:30 min.

This is the third iteration of the poem; previously, this free-verse poem ap-
peared in my 1977 book, No Parking. The long litany of images became a 
must-read in public poetry evenings; later on, I performed it accompanied by 
a mouth harp once, then a cello, even a double bass. 

This was to be the last time I performed live in a videopoem. I am seen pac-
ing back and forth in front of a No PARKING sign on a loading dock. After a 
bit of the Hamlet-style self-reflection I recite the opening lines:

To die    my hair     and live again. I am
in the middle of things, yet beginning
over and over
                            and over and over. To die
in the middle of things, yet beginning, 

What follows is a voice over of the poem, matched with shots of the passing 
buildings, telephone wires, from a moving car (the camera was left in the back 
seat, pointed out of the window rolling the whole time); a cemetery in winter 
and lots of unique No Parking signs. 

My favourite found image is at the end – a schoolboy runs up and down over 
snowbanks in an alley.
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QUEBECAUSE 
(1982) 1:20 min.

Since 1968, the Parti Québécois, a Quebec provincial political party, has ap-
pealed for constitutional negotiations on the matter of provincial sovereignty, 
in addition to holding two provincial referendums on the matter. 

Featured in the British Canadian Film Exchange (London/Vancouver 1984), 
Quebecause was conceived at the late stages of the interminable debate 
over Quebec separation. 
The videopoem satirizes the Quebec-ego. As in its title, each word beginning 
with the letter “c” is prefaced with “Quebec”. Handwritten text superim-
posed over a moving ride-on mower.
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AND ONCE THEY HAVE TASTED FREEDOM
(1981) 6:30 min.

As a flaneur with a video camera, I found myself one fine summer day on the 
“other” island, Île Sainte-Hélène, struck by the “picture-postcard” view to the 
south where 3 sailboats were arranged most symmetrically before me, calling 
out to me for an “ekphrastic” response, “What does this picture want?” (W.T. 
J. Mitchell) Certainly not some text directly describing it. If it had to be some 
text (which it did), it would only work with some indirectness…  

In fact, it was a “found” image, the background canvas for the videopoem 
And Once They Have Tasted Freedom. For the soundtrack, I decided to se-
lect a similarly “found” soundtrack, which could (too easily) have been any 
previously-written poem, found in any poetry book, etc. But I was more in-
terested in pushing for an incongruous relationship between image and text. 
The soundtrack could be freed to function in a more radical way, I thought. I 
decided to use an everyday do-it-yourself relaxation tape. A soothing male 
voice instructing the listener to “relax” the muscles, the hands, etc. The stage 
is set for Visual Text, handwritten fragments to leap onto the screen; the 
action of handwriting is replaced by an instantaneous mechanical superim-
position. The words appear one or more at a time, capitalized; sometimes a 
complete phrase, a sentence. Commanding attention, these words in white 
lettering (IN ANCIENT TIMES / WE WOULD HAVE / WOULD HAVE / WOULD 
HAVE  and CONFESSION: DRUMS AND SYMBOLS) dominate the idyllic 
background scene (Ferme la main gauche) which holds one last secret, like 
the closing line of poem. 
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THUS SPOKE TZARATHUSTRA
(1983) 5 min.

The title is a Dadaist fusion of Tristan Tzara and Nietzsche’s Zarathustra. 
This was the last videopoem I made in Montreal before heading west to Van-
couver. The poem is recited over a locked-off medium shot of an instructor 
madly waving his arms around while lecturing. Ripped from their original, 
ordinary “academic” context, his exuberant, melodramatic gestures are ex-
hibited as an example of “significant form” (Clive Bell), a ‘transfiguration of 
the commonplace’ (Arthur Danto) into a performance – a form of body art. 

The “collage” inserted into the frame functions as an official “post-mark” 
for demonstrating simultaneity. It is a self-reflexive gesture identifying as 
“found-footage” the real-time, unedited recording that was made of chan-
nel-surfing live TV during Easter of that year. (The collage/montage was in-
tended to cover the face of the instructor in a “circular” shape but the circular 
“function” was not working that day. I had to settle for the rectangular super-
imposition, but I was not happy.) 

The “sweet as molasses” soundtrack sets an emotive vocal performance 
against a sustained blues instrumental.  
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SIGN LANGUAGE
(1985) 4 min.

Sign Language is a videopoem constructed entirely from images of graffiti 
around the city of Vancouver. The rhythm of the work is created by the syn-
chronized editing of the images with the soundtrack. The music I selected for 
the work, entitled You Haunt Me, is performed by the saxophonist John Luria 
with the group Lounge Lizards. Unlike most of my work, the soundtrack com-
plements the visual presentation. It’s one of those works where you wonder if 
the soundtrack was created with the resulting procession of images in mind. 
And vice versa.

A pure example of “found text”, this videopoem gives voice to the faceless 
underground of Vancouver’s east side, bearing witness to their outrage and 
pain, their uncompromising and sometimes anarchic vision of the absurdity 
in our lives, all with a measure of humour to remind us that the family of man 
– no matter how far outcast we may be – includes each and every one of us.
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PERCUSSION (16 MM FILM B&W) 
(1993) 30 sec.

Both Hopscotch and Percussion were suggested by Artropolis, the multi-dis-
cipline art exhibition held every odd year between1987-2003 in Vancouver. 
Artropolis’ purpose was to feature the works of contemporary British Colum-
bia artists in non-traditional exhibition spaces. The theme Art in Public Places 
prompted the creation of these two videopoems in a “commercial” format, 
i.e. 30 second and 60 second “spots”, which were then aired as promos on 
local TV.
Fingers poised above the drum, the command to play –  “Begin” – is given. 
Percussion is a duet of voice (Elizabeth Fischer) and drum (Russell Chumsky), 
recalling the “beatnik” era of poetry. On closer examination, the poem’s recit-
al is not “punctuated” but halted by the drum (like the STOPS in Sympathies 
of War) effectively suspending the unravelling of the poem. The drum halts 
the poem strategically – before words beginning with the letter B. Like Hop-
scotch, words are substituted for numbers on the BINGO card.
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HOPSCOTCH (16 MM FILM B&W
(1993) 1 min.

In a deserted schoolyard, a young girl approaches a game of hopscotch. As we 
follow her skipping path through the game, we discover the squares are marked 
not with numbers, but words. The words spell out an aphorism for life: 
JUMP THROUGH HOOPS FOR LOVE MONEY POWER UNTIL DEATH. 

With each close-up, her movements are depicted in slow motion, accompanied 
by an ominous tiger growl. Before she starts her second pass, the sound of a ram’s 
horn startles her. As if called away by the sound, she turns and runs away but not 
before she throws the stone one last time, which by chance lands in the triangle 
of the “A” in the last word, DEATH. (Our whole crew was as surprised as she was).

Translating a poem to film risks the most fundamental elements of poetry: its sug-
gestiveness and mystery, its multi-layered descriptions and, more importantly, its 
intimacy. The original poem was laid out on the page as a hopscotch game, with 
the words of the poem inserted in the squares. In the process of translating the 
poem to film, a “dramatic” tension – absent in the original – emerges. As the game 
is not simply “the game” of the poem, our heroine is also not simply the “player” 
of the film; as mirrors to the surreal, their too brief existence becomes a symbol of 
a timeless and inescapable truth, but still a tragedy. 

The original poem Hopscotch  was “again” reincarnated with its inclusion in the 
2004 Montreal public poetry project Poetry in Motion – poems in place of the ads 
on city buses.
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POEM FOR THE RIVERS PROJECT 
(2004) 2:30 min.

What begins as “fatherly advice” turns into a vision of the river Styx, where 
Time stands and beckons – yet the poet sees only the vitality of his son and 
the mystery of poetry, revealed through the mundane “bridge” of his words.

During the summer of 2003, my 19-year-old son Alexander was working on a 
multimedia project of the exhibition, The River through Artists’ Eyes, at the 
Surrey Art Gallery, for which he kept pestering me to submit a poem. I wrote 
a 13-line poem which we posited, one line (sometimes one word) at a time, 
over Alexander’s abstract water-related images, all sustained by the drone of 
an unrelenting didgeridoo. The poetic narrative is finally resolved by super-
imposing a slow-release verbo-visual pun on a spectacular moving shot of the 
underside of the Alex Fraser Bridge.
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BEWARE OF DOG
(2008) 3.5 min.

As with No Parking, I found the sign/title first. 

Signs have always fascinated me; their precise signification enabling the 
discovery of other, unrelated connections, creating a ‘condition’ through 
which a poetic experience can be produced. 

The inversion or revolving swivel of the word DOG (GOD) suggested three 
voices, for which I composed lines of text, displayed on the upper and 
lower rails of a fence. By the time the first few lines were jotted down, 
I had already decided that the writing would go on a fence; I liked the 
idea of the ‘two sides’ of the fence, the two sides of a dialogue, of a coin, 
etc. The slats though had to be horizontal for the placement of text, so I 
began scouting fences which had wide horizontal slats, with just enough 
space between them to suggest that there was an ‘other side’. Strange, 
how many fences I considered before I settled on… the one in my own 
backyard!

When visual differentiation between the two voices became necessary, I 
did not use the palette of fonts, sizes and styles; instead, I introduced the 
‘upper’ text with a slow dissolve in and out (suggesting the ephemeral 
aspect), while the lower text would appear as “being typed”, suggesting 
the world of action and the senses, specifically the sense of touch.
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On the upper rail, the text represents the voice of GOD, “from above”, authority, etc. 
On the lower rail, the text represents the POET voice, “from below”, the mediator, the 
“vehicle” of communication. The communication which follows is admittedly imperfect 
(the poet barely senses a presence); the text was written without predetermined order 
or place. 

One day I was listening to a recent mix when I began to notice something peculiar 
about one particular ‘tune’. It was by Morten Varano and Ramon Santana, known as Los 
Chicharrons; sure it was a cool groove, but what’s with all the “Ha-ha”s? I also found a 
hidden gem – the intro to the tune was in perfect sync for the title sequence, right up 
to the final descent of the trumpet, when the one and only spin of the word “DOG” 
would suggest its visual ‘pun’. Four different types of barks and growls were added to 
accompany the “upper” lines of text. 

As the structure of the work is binary – upper and lower voices in dialogue, upper 
and lower text placements – the image of the fence also suggests a third side, “the 
other side”, which is presented in the second part of the work. Here, the imagery is 
what is on the other side of the fence – from the dog’s perspective, black and white, in 
slow-motion. 

With no music to accompany her, Piper McKinnon reads a text of “DOG-thoughts”, 
representing a third voice, that of the “instinctive impulse”. Thus, three levels of possi-
ble discourse/expression are described: divine-to-man, man-to-divine and the mono-
logue of the instinctive voice.
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Parallel Lanes On The Human Highway  
(2008) 3:30 min.

I once wrote: “What images can describe best is best left to the image. Text 
is for that which cannot be expressed except by the use of text.” 

On a warm autumn Sunday, I recorded a Neil Young song performed by some 
friends at our town’s last market day of the season. 

I modified Neil Young’s title, “Human Highway”, to “Parallel Lanes on the Hu-
man Highway”, a self-referential wink to that human highway of videopoetry 
where it’s the text, image and sound tracks that are its 3 parallel lanes.

The image “track” of the performance is composed of one fixed prolonged 
shot, providing the context for the text displayed as a ticker-tape scroll mov-
ing right to left at the bottom of the frame. The harmony of song, in its visual 
composition, lyrics and rhythm, is juxtaposed with a stream of consciousness 
that redirects our attention to a distant, unfamiliar world. When I was finished 
writing the text, I simply laid it over the image track; after I played it back for 
the second time, I couldn’t help noticing that in Neil Young’s lyrics, “taken out 
of context”, he seemed to be calling out to the “stream” of my text:

Take my head, refreshing fountain
Take my eyes from what they’ve seen
Take my head and change my mind 
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ALL THIS DAY IS GOOD FOR 
(2010)  3:30 min.

Appropriating images, appropriating texts, appropriating sounds – has become 
an accepted method of artistic creation. One collects and recycles. It’s one very 
effective way toward discovering a hidden, perhaps profound relationship be-
tween objects that only become revealed when brought into contact with one 
another, conceptually fused, you could say. 

It’s the title which first reveals itself to me – a phrase caught in the web of my 
thoughts, a painted sign on a fencepost, a suggestive line torn from a page of 
a newspaper, an overheard remark. I could ruminate over the words of a title for 
days on end, wondering, Why have these words become revealed to me? 

The text in this videopoem was assembled from hundreds of scam e-mails I have 
been collecting over the years, messages representing the lies we are confront-
ed with every day; yet the random phrases extracted from these passion-laden 
letters cannot help but contain unintentional glimpses of truth. In between mun-
dane and altered reality lies that precious essence of life I see as poetry. 

The camera rotation performs the equivalence of “This Day” as the visual repre-
sentation of the circularity of days. The original shoot was done in the city – but 
there were too many distracting details of buildings, windows, people and birds 
in motion to stand for “the world” – and replaced by a simple, featureless park 
setting. The soundtrack is layered with a percussive track added to the original 
sounds from the initial city shoot.
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The sound was modified from its original, peaceful mood. 

The acceleration of the image is accentuated with an appropriated clip of 
Marcel Lemaitre’s 1979 film, “L’Amour Réinventé” substituted for the sky. 
The visual text is represented as 3 different paper types, fragmenting the 
verbal sources also as tactile objects.

The day, the world, this day, this world is rendered in real and accelerated 
time, transforming in time with the “ideas in images” being presented as 
tactile text.
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“ow(n)ed”
(2014) 7:00 min.

What remains to be said of the ‘owned’? What are they ‘owed’? 
An ode… 

This postmodern vision of human slavery revisits and juxtaposes the voices 
of the known sufferers with the voices of an unrelenting materialist culture; 
in between, on-screen and off-screen, we build towers – only to dismantle 
them.

Sometime last year, my friend and poet Lionel Kearns sent me a cell-phone 
video his wife  had recorded of a team of “Castellers” they found while trav-
elling in Catalonia, Spain. Two things about the video struck me: surely, I 
thought, this climbing on one another’s shoulders, this building a structure 
– there is an allegory here; furthermore, on the purely visual level, the portrait 
orientation of a cell-phone positioned in the center of the screen enables 2 
text spaces to appear on either side of the image –  producing a triptych of 
image and text. With that in mind, I waited for the text and the soundtrack to 
present themselves. 

In 2014, I happened to be reading “American Slavery: Testimony of a Thou-
sand Witnesses”. I had also come across Melissa Brewer’s “betterthanTV” 
channel on YouTube (now removed), specifically her jazzumentaries (jazz 
soundtracks added to stock/archival footage), which is where I found Jim 
Hobbs’ Drunk On The Blood Of The Holy Ones. With the help of my son, 
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Alex, we cut the video to the rhythm of that 7 min. recoding. When I first heard 
it, I had the same feeling as John Lurie’s You Haunt Me; these soundtracks 
were destined for poetry.

(n) - stands for negro. As it stands at the centre of the title, it stands for 
the CENTRE/subject of the work but it also stands for a word that has be-
come unacceptable, offensive. By placing the letter n in parentheses, the 
offensive subject is highlighted and presented as the “central” symbol of 
the reductive appellation “at the heart of” slavery, the “hidden” rationale for 
racism, for falsely representing an “inferior” race and, ultimately, of humans 
being “owned”. The animation of the title delivers the idea for the work in 2 
stages: what is to follow – the videopoem – is “owed” to memorialize those 
who owed their livelihood to their masters; what-is-owed is then “broken” 
to reveal the subject, n. It was serendipitous that “owed” and “ode” are 
homophones, alluding to the form of the work as poetic. Animating the text 
of the title also enabled me to present the potential function of text in a 
videopoem – by moving letters around, new meanings present themselves. 
(In the section dealing with fear, the word “fear” is fixed, stationary, while the 
words around it are moved to accommodate the fixed position of the word.)

Sea gulls were initially intended to present a different “language” to be used 
in the soundtrack – I once noticed that instead of the shrill cry, one gull made 
these kek-kek sounds, sounds that I took to be “talking” sounds. With my 
son, Alex, I recorded many hours of sea gulls in close-up but to our dismay, 
we could only capture a few seconds of “talking”. When I found Jim Hobbs’ 
tune, it all fell into place. I would use Drunk On The Blood Of The Holy Ones 
to pace the work and the sea gull footage to guide the reader from panel to 
panel. Handy! Those hours in the rain on Granville Island, me, Alexander, the 
seagulls: worth it in THE END!
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Videopoetry: A Manifesto
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“The implicit problem that these tendencies (vispo and videopoetry) have thus far 
failed to solve in any consistent manner has been the formal definition of their own 
territory, as such, as distinct from the various other art forms that often influence & 

inform them.”
– (Ron) Silliman’s Blog, August 03, 2009
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“If I knew what the picture was going to be like I wouldn’t make it. It was almost 
like it was made already. . the challenge is more about trying to make what you 

can’t think of.” 
– Cindy Sherman

“The writer is entitled to his boomboom.” 
– Tristan Tzara

What follows is intended to distinguish videopoetry from poetry films, film 
poetry, poemvideos, poetry videos, cyber-poetry, cine-poetry, kinetic poetry, 
digital poetry, poetronica, filming of poetry and other unwieldy neologisms, 
which have been applied, at one time or another, to describe the treatment 
of poetry in film and video but which have also developed different and di-
vergent meanings.
The democratization of the medium realized by the introduction of video 
technology has, in the last 25 years, only sharpened the initial art vs enter-
tainment debate; in particular, the movement of poetry to the “big screen” 
has exposed two conflicting positions – one demystifying the poem by com-
plementary “visuals”, the other augmenting the suggestive power of poetry 
by unexpected juxtapositions.
The underlying dichotomy opposes videopoetry – I envision the measured 
integration of narrative, non- narrative and anti-narrative juxtapositions of 
image, text and sound as resulting in a poetic experience – to works which 
publish poems (voiced or displayed on-screen) in video format. While the 
latter are to be commended for bringing a new audience to poetry, their use 
of imagery as embellishments to (if not direct illustrations of) the text,  their 
preference to employ narrative over self-reflexive sequences, their rejection 
of contrast, fragmentation, the incongruous and the dissonant, prevent these 
works from being considered as models for a new genre of technology-as-
sisted poetry.
 
“Transformations in expression and in modes of communication cannot exist with-

out influencing the transformation of poetry itself.” 
– Jean-Marie Gleize
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Of its definition.

Videopoetry is a genre of poetry displayed on a screen, distinguished by its time-
based, poetic juxtaposition of images with text and sound. In the measured blend-
ing of these three elements, it produces in the viewer the realization of a poetic 
experience.
Presented as a multimedia object of a fixed duration, the principal function of a 
videopoem is to demonstrate  the process of thought  and the simultaneity of ex-
perience, expressed in words – visible and/or audible – whose meaning is blended 
with, but not illustrated by, the images and the soundtrack.

“Progress in any aspect is a movement through changes of terminology.” 
– Wallace Stevens

Of the term.

Videopoetry is one word; it is not separated or hyphenated. As one word, it indi-
cates that a fusion of the visual, the verbal and the audible has occurred, resulting 
in a new, different form of poetic experience. As one word, it recognizes that a cen-
tury of experiments with poetry in film and video – poems introduced to motion 
pictures as intertitles, then as kinetic texts, as images illustrating voiced texts (some 
excluding visual or voiced text entirely), poems performed in front of a camera, 
poems as text superimposed over images – is the narrative of a gradual movement 
from the tenuous, anxious relationship of image and text to their rare but percepti-
ble synthesis, i.e., from poetry films to film poems to poetry videos to videopoetry.
As an amalgam of Latin (video) and Greek (poetry) origins, “videopoetry” com-
bines the best of two classical traditions: making poetry with technological inno-
vation.
As  a  closed  compound  noun,  “video”  not  only  functions  to  modify  “poetry”,  
it  alters  its  meaning. Therefore, videopoetry is more than a term of convenience;  
it asserts that a poem is being created without the linear story-telling style of many 
“poetry videos” (which are made primarily to promote poems in print, using imag-
es directly representing the descriptions and actions in the text and are assembled 
in the conventional narrative form of movie-making). While a videopoem is, in fact, 
a “movie”, its intention is to provide an alternative that is non-narrative, sometimes 
anti-narrative, even ante- narrative.

Of its constraints.

Text, displayed on-screen or voiced, is an essential element of the videopoem. A 
work which does not contain visible or audible text could be described as poetic, 
as an art film or video art, but not as a videopoem.
Imagery in a videopoem – including on-screen text – does not illustrate the voiced 
text.
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“I tried constantly to find something which would not recal 
what had happened before.” 

– Marcel Duchamp

Of narrativity.

Videopoetry recognizes that narrative moments – whether presented as in-
dividual elements or a combination   of text, image or sound – encourage 
the viewer’s engagement; to sustain the poetic experience, some narrativity 
is necessary as a structural device. (A non-narrative element juxtaposed with 
another non-narrative element for an extended period of time may result in 
distancing the viewer from the work.)  From scene to scene, narrativity pro-
pels the work forward, providing context for the viewer during the process 
of the poetic experience. The distance traveled, the time elapsed, the voices 
heard,  the  images  seen,  are  measured  out with what  best  suits  the  
poetic  direction  of  a particular moment – the awareness that when the nar-
rative moment has reached its usefulness, a deliberate disruption must occur, 
must appear, must sever the forward movement toward which the narrative will 
always  conspire.  The  viewer’s  expectations  of  eventfulness  are,  by  turns,  
satisfied  and  subverted; meaning is eventually derived from the effect of the 
repeated movement from the narrative to the non- narrative elements of the 
work.

 
“Bringing together two things into a previously untried juxtaposition

 is the surest way of developing new vision.”
– Andre Breton

Of poetic juxtaposition.

In the assembly (editing or “montage”) phase, syntactical decisions are made 
to render image-text-sound juxtapositions as a metaphor for simultaneous 
“meanings” which the viewer interprets as a poetic experience. These deci-
sions are based on presenting the 3 elements as distant realities (often arrived 
at through chance operations) whose relationship strikes the viewer as surpris-
ing, as always new. It is imperative that the juxtapositions be consistently per-
ceived as suggestive of indirect relationships – mysterious, oneiric.
The success of each syntactical decision is achieved when the distant realities 
– the ambiguous or enigmatic relationship of a particular image to a portion 
of text, for example – are not  so distant as to cause disengagement with the 
work. The key to a successfully executed poetic juxtaposition is balance, the 
weighing of image-text relationships for their suggestive, rather than illustra-
tive qualities, the determining of durations, the positioning and appearance of 
text, the treatment of colour, the layering of the soundtrack, the acceleration or 
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deceleration of elements, etc. Balance, in this scheme, is the demonstration of 
control over the narrative impulse.

“In film, poetry is opposed to reality.” 
– Luis Bunuel

Of the poetic experience.

Videopoetry recognizes the power of video for producing and communi-
cating unprecedented and unlimited associations between image, text and 
sound.
The viewer is presented with non-illustrative juxtapositions of image, text and 
sound. As the work gradually unfolds,  it is perceived  that the  visual (image  
and/or  displayed  text) and  audible (sound and/or voiced text) elements are 
fragmented expressions of the artist’s imagination, suggestive of meaning,  
yet  denying  clarification of the purported  meaning  – a teasing,  vertiginous  
exploration  of desire.
When the introduction of these fragmented expressions causes an impedi-
ment to the narrative flow, the viewer will either surrender to the symmetry of 
the disruptions – and participate in the adventure – or disengage and “tune 
out”. Provided that the image-text-sound juxtapositions exhibit a pleasing 
balance between narrative and non-narrative moments – achieved through 
strategic, self-referential disruptions, a demonstration of awareness of the 
spatial and temporal relationships between elements, intentional repetitions, 
etc. – a viewer will experience their sense of time suspended or blurred.
Tension  and  repose,  the  “ebb  and  flow”  of  narrative  and  non-narrative  
moments,  may  also  be interpreted by the viewer as simultaneity made 
manifest, while the complexity and significance of relationships between the 
presented elements – as in dreams, for instance – may have to wait to be 
resolved.

“Always the precious repetition for the joy of recognition.”
– Oyvind Fahlström

Of rhythm.

The  poetry  in  a  videopoem  is  characterized  by  a  discernible  rhythm,  
but  it  is  different  from  the traditional written or oral form of poetry: it’s not 
limited to an attribute of the text element.
Rhythm is the effect produced by the introduction and the subsequent du-
ration of a new portion of image, text or sound in the process of assembling 
the work.
Videopoetry also exhibits internal rhythms; enveloped in each appearance 
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of a series of images, on- screen text or sounds, the viewer discerns patterns 
specific to the element presented.
Repetition – as a visual or audible device – produces the most effective sig-
nalling of the presence of poetry. Its many functions include emphasis, self-re-
flection, division, regulation or suspension of time, even  a  hypnotic  quality  
(especially  when  prolonged);  it  is  most  useful  in  sustaining  the  rhythmic 
structure and the poetic experience of a work.

“The purpose of art is to ask questions.”
– Lawrence Weiner

Of illustration.

To see an image as a representation of the audible text or to hear the words as 
they are displayed on the screen violates the premise that poetic juxtaposition 
is the presentation of distant realities; inevitably, the viewer is prevented from 
forming their own imaginative associations between the elements presented, 
resulting in the demystification of these associations, diminishing the poetic 
quality and experience of the work.

Of collaboration.

The videopoet is a poet, filmmaker and sound artist combined.
Videopoetry recognizes that production logistics sometimes require a team of 
individuals to cooperate during  the  creation  of  a  work;  the  genre  accom-
modates  both  individual  and  collaborative  work, provided that the work 
exhibits a unified vision.

Of duration.

Whether composed of multiple scenes or one continuous shot, a videopoem 
longer than 300 seconds faces the challenge of sustaining the poetic experi-
ence of the viewer. The videohaiku (approx. 30 seconds) uses a few words of 
text attached to the shortest duration of images.

“Plotless film is poetic film.” 
– Victor Shklovsky

Of categories.

Differentiated by their use of text, there are 5 major categories of videopo-
ems:

KINETIC TEXT SOUND TEXT VISUAL TEXT PERFORMANCE CIN(E)POETRY
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KINETIC TEXT is the animation of text over a neutral background.
Continuing the ongoing experimentation with text as an aesthetic object, 
these works owe much to concrete and patterned poetry in their style – the 
use of different fonts, sizes and colours, strategic spatial positioning, self-ref-
erentiality – simultaneously presenting text as image.
By virtue of its equal acceptance of the semantic and non-semantic, as well as 
its ability to demonstrate the destruction, reconstruction and transformation 
of static words or letters into “characters” which move (in both senses of the 
word), the category represents the “prototype” of a videopoem.

SOUND TEXT presents the text on the soundtrack.
Juxtaposed with the video images on the screen, it is expressed through the 
human voice.
Of the five categories of videopoetry, this form (with or without music) – is 
the most popular, due to the facility of working within the traditional form of 
video/film, i.e., using the voice as the chief mode of text presentation and 
juxtaposition with images and other sounds (e.g., music, chant, sound effects, 
etc.) – without the additional difficulty presented by visual text.

VISUAL TEXT displays the text on-screen, superimposed over images cap-
tured or found.
Charged with leading the genre, this category presents the most significant 
challenge to videopoetry.
For the engaged viewer, the complex relationships and multiplicity of mean-
ings suggested by juxtapositions of on-screen text with curious, non-illus-
trative images make extraordinary imaginative leaps not only possible, but 
automatic.
 
PERFORMANCE is the on-screen appearance of the poet, or designated 
poet (actor), speaking directly or indirectly into the camera. Of the five cat-
egories, it is the most problematic: the poet/performer is perceived as the 
intermediary between the viewer and the poem, possibly demystifying the 
process of presentation. (Excluding the form of sound poetry, there are many 
excellent, emotionally moving representations of “verbal art”, but they are 
only that – re-presentations of poems, not the poems.) In a videopoem, on-
screen appearances only succeed by virtue of their visual expression (i.e., ec-
centric body language)and their juxtaposition – within the image frame – with 
a background suggesting a unique, unusual “setting” for the performance.

CIN(E)POETRY is the videopoem wherein the text is animated and/or su-
perimposed over graphics, still or  moving  images  that  are  “painted”  or  
modified  with  the  assistance  of  computer  software,  e.g., Photoshop, 
Flash or the 3D modelling and animation features in Second Life, the online 
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virtual world. It closely resembles VISUAL TEXT, except the imagery has a 
computer-generated or modified appearance. The parenthesized “e” (elec-
tronic) was introduced by George Aguilar, who works most often in this form.
Individual works may overlap and exhibit combinations of categories.

Of image and the displayed (on-screen) text.

Videopoetry does not differentiate between camera-captured and found im-
ages (appropriated from another source or format); the genre accommodates 
both.
Videopoetry does not differentiate between concrete (representational) and 
abstract (non- representational) content in images; the genre accommodates 
both.
Abstract images – extreme close-ups of objects, details of hand-made or 
computer-generated paintings, out of focus or gel-covered lens shots – en-
able text elements to be placed almost anywhere on the screen; the more the 
text stands out in contrast to the image, the more it receives the viewer’s im-
mediate attention, takes precedence over and assigns to the abstract image 
a supportive role, that of the background, moving or not. The more the text is 
blended with an abstract image, the more the viewer is required to consider 
a  more subtle relationship between the two.
Concrete images require a different approach to displayed text: a still ob-
ject in a motionless frame provides surfaces and edges, horizontal, vertical, 
oblique and curved lines as potential text-spaces; a moving object in a mo-
tionless frame restricts text-space to empty areas.

Of image and special effects.

Advancements in graphic design have refined image-text relationships to the 
degree that videopoetry, in terms of innovative juxtapositions, has followed 
the latest “cutting-edge” commercial/advertising methods with interest; 
while some effects, such as floating text or text crawl are still useful, other 
“high- end” flip-swoop-wrap-zoom-spin-shake dynamics so clearly refer to 
product promotion that they have acquired a secondary symbolic value: the 
commodification of society.
As alluded to above, videopoetry accommodates both modified and unmod-
ified images; whether an image is to be modified or not will always depend 
on the effectiveness of its juxtaposition with text and sound.
Of the countless effects in post-production (the editing and assembling of the 
work), two transitions have proven invaluable: the dissolve and the fade. Both 
affect the viewer’s perception of time.
The (cross) dissolve – the superimposition of one image over another – pres-
ents two scenes (one ending, one beginning) simultaneously; as one of the 
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most common transition effects, it is used primarily to indicate that a period 
of time has elapsed between the two scenes.
In videopoetry, when the superimposition is prolonged, it produces a sus-
tained experience of time suspended  while  simultaneously  signalling  the  
uncontrolled  state  of  dreaming.  (Related  to  these,  a freeze-frame can also 
be seen as a device that “stops” time, while the  split-screen effect enables 
the viewer to follow two scenes on the screen simultaneously; yet both are of 
lesser poetic value than the dissolve or the fade.)
The  fade  (or  fade-to-black)  is used  to  indicate  an  end  to  a  scene,  usu-
ally  followed  by  a  fade-in  to introduce the next scene; in videopoetry, we 
can interpret this effect as the blink of an eye or – when it’s prolonged – the 
shutting of the eyes, followed by “re-awakening” to a new “world” (or at least 
a new context/scene in the videopoem).

Of image and motion.

In the process of filming, the camera is either locked in position (the still shot), 
moving with a fluid, tracking motion or is hand-held. Of these three, the still 
and fluid-motion shot will not cause a disengagement with the work; the 
hand-held camera shot is more problematic.
The unstable image of the hand-held shot becomes a constant reminder of 
the operation (and operator) behind  the  camera;  every  possible  accident  
of  the  moment  becomes  magnified,  leaving  the  viewer unsure wheth-
er drawing attention to camera movement is an oversight or an intentional 
‘self-referential disruption’. Of these accidents, it can be argued that an el-
ement of chance should be always brought into play, as it may produce the 
most unexpected trophies of “found” imagery. The final decision to include 
or exclude hand-held shots is determined by their function in the balance act 
of poetic juxtaposition. Accelerated motion is often associated with a comic 
scene; in a videopoem, depending on whether the action recorded is for 
atmospheric or illustrative use, the time-lapse effect can be more forgiving.
Slow motion appeals to videopoetry for a number of reasons: the effect sug-
gests a gradual suspension of time; a dream-like state is evoked; action un-
folds like a painting; a perception of reality is emphasized. In the structure of 
the videopoem, it functions as punctuation.

“Words would be redundant in film if they were used as a further projection 
from the image. However, if they were brought in on a different level, not issuing 

from the image, but as another dimension relating to it, then it is the two things 
together that make a poem.” 

– Maya Deren
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Of text.

Videopoetry recognizes that text has the unique capacity to deliver the signs 
of abstract objects (ideas)
as well as concrete objects to the viewer; as such, it performs the most essen-
tial function in a videopoem
– to provide the ideal counterpoint to the elements of image and sound.
Videopoetry recognizes that text – due to its capacity to be displayed on the 
screen (i.e. freed from its fixity on the page), found in a captured image or 
voiced on the soundtrack – is in the propitious position of enabling the viewer 
to experience poetry in a time-based visual form; it is the essential catalyst in 
the transformation of a work from “poetic” to poetry.
Typically, text is written for the videopoem; in some cases it is “found” and 
repurposed for the videopoem.
Used in a videopoem, a previously composed/published poem represents 
only one element of the videopoem, the text element. The “poetry” in vid-
eopoetry is the result of the judicious juxtaposition of text with image and 
sound.
When the text is borrowed from a previously composed/published poem, 
it must be that the artist has discovered a new function for the pre-existing 
text, based on its juxtaposition with certain imagery, or a certain soundtrack.
In its visual/displayed form, text is “looked at” before read.
The looked-at text applies the strategies derived from concrete poetry, ty-
pography, graphic design and motion graphics. Fonts, the characters of type, 
are selected for their clarity and suggestiveness, always in relation to the 
image presented on the screen. Positioning, motion, duration and method of 
appearance (positing by dissolve, pop or typewriter effect, for example) are 
similarly considered in relation to the image presented on the screen.
While the demonstration of the variety and versatility of text treatment is 
proof that new ways of seeing words performs a poetic function, effects are 
not prerequisites of videopoetry.
In the relentless manipulations of the appearance of text – from the textured 
to the malleable, from the casually  handwritten  to  the  finely-chiseled  3-D  
reflective  surfaces  –  there  is  a  tendency  to  be preoccupied with the ma-
teriality of the written word, sometimes at the expense of “meaning”.
Read or meaning-driven text, wherein the appearance of words is of lesser 
importance, narrows the context of the moment, favouring interior effects 
over superficial effects. It is the strategic balance of appearance and mean-
ing – in addition to the ‘judicious juxtaposition’ with images and sound – that 
produces the “poetry” in a videopoem.

 
“Where you have music that doesn’t imitate what’s on the screen, but goes 

against it. . is far more interesting than anything imitative.” – Alfred Hitchcock
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Of sound.

Videopoetry recognizes that the use of a “soundtrack” significantly augments 
the sensory perception of the work; as such, it provides the ideal counter-
point to the elements of image and text in assisting the viewer to process the 
effect or meaning of juxtapositions.
The soundtrack is not a prerequisite of videopoetry (silence is an effect and 
a syntactical decision), but its presence contributes to a richness of effects 
and meanings.
The three “branches” of the auditory capacity of the soundtrack are: voiced 
text, music and sound effects. Videopoetry does not differentiate between 
voiced and displayed text; the genre accommodates both. Voiced text inten-
sifies the videopoem with its range of expression: the “real” voice of the poet 
provides an  authentic  connection  to  the  creator  of  the  work;  affected  
or  natural,  loud  or  soft,  slurred  or modulated, metallic or cloyingly sweet, 
passionate or dull, nasal or throaty, the voice of a nightingale or the filtered 
voice on the phone, the human voice colours the text with nuance.
On the sound track, the bridge between voiced text and music is occupied 
by what is commonly termed sound poetry. Of all the various “imports” or 
repurposed forms of poetry, these vocalizations emphasize more aural than 
semantic qualities and have proved most compatible with the non-narrative 
objectives of videopoetry: the declamations, the chants, the recitations of 
“nonsense words” provide a natural counterpoint when juxtaposed with ab-
stract images.
Music is a considered, measured “device” in videopoetry; it can be used 
minimally or sporadically, overlapping or underlying selected segments. In 
certain cases, it can be assigned the more demanding task of delivering the 
entire soundtrack of the work, from beginning to end, in the form of a score.
Prior to, at the point of, or immediately after a juxtaposition (the introduc-
tion of a new element – image, text or voice), music’s primary function is to 
intensify, diminish or eliminate the emotional content of a particular “scene”, 
thereby altering the viewer’s interpretation of the meaning of the content.
Music which happens to be present during the shooting ( diagetic music) 
serves to identify the content of a scene as narrative content.
Use  of  music  segments  exemplifying  specific  cultural  associations  pro-
vides  cues  for  the  viewer  to identify supplemental meanings in the work.
While music tends to emphasize, accent and generally support narrative 
scenes, sound effects in videopoetry are more often than not isolated, disrup-
tive gestures used to highlight incongruous image- text juxtapositions while 
contributing dissonance to the internal rhythm of the soundtrack.
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Concept videopoems.

Concept or conceptual videopoems focus on the materiality of language, 
exclude narrative and tend to hold little of intentional semantic value; “mean-
ing” is attributed to the process of presentation, which follows a pre-con-
ceived formula (the idea), often executed in a methodical technical manner.
The dominating element is text; its content is gathered from sourced informa-
tion: found phrases, statements, lists, etc.

The text element in these works is strong on context but stripped of emotive 
value.
The viewer may not perceive development or change of perspective through-
out the work, as heightening or diminishing effects are superseded by the 
intention to present an object of examination – the process of presentation 
– in a pure self-referential state.
 

Of translation.

Texts in videopoems should be provided in multiple languages; in DVD for-
mat, the viewer should be able to select the preferred language. SOUND 
TEXT videopoems should provide translation as subtitles, optimized for legi-
bility: white, sans-serif font on a separate display below the screen or yellow 
with black outline at the bottom of the screen.
In the subtitling process, the accurate synchronization of audio and subtitle 
is essential.
VISUAL TEXT videopoems should provide translation on a separate display 
below the screen; if the visual text is one or two words, the subtitle should 
be positioned close to the side of the on-screen text. The subtitles should be 
synchronized to appear with the on-screen text.

In cases where the foreign language uses both SOUND TEXT and VISUAL 
TEXT, the subtitles of the VISUAL TEXT should be synchronized to appear 
with the on-screen text, using a colour different from the SOUND TEXT sub-
titles.
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